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Abstract—Handling large corpuses of documents is of
significant importance in many fields, no more so than
in the areas of crime investigation and defence, where
an organisation may be presented with a large volume
of scanned documents which need to be processed in a
finite time. However, this problem is exacerbated both
by the volume, in terms of scanned documents and the
complexity of the pages, which need to be processed.
Often containing many different elements, which each
need to be processed and understood. Text recognition,
which is a primary task of this process, is usually dependent upon the type of text, being either handwritten or
machine-printed. Accordingly, the recognition involves
prior classification of the text category, before deciding
on the recognition method to be applied. This poses
a more challenging task if a document contains both
handwritten and machine-printed text. In this work,
we present a generic process flow for text recognition in
scanned documents containing mixed handwritten and
machine-printed text without the need to classify text
in advance. We realize the proposed process flow using
several open-source image processing and text recognition packages. The evaluation is performed using a
specially developed variant, presented in this work, of
the IAM handwriting database, where we achieve an
average transcription accuracy of nearly 80% for pages
containing both printed and handwritten text.
Keywords— big data, unstructured data, Optical Character Recognition (OCR), Handwritten Text
Recognition (HTR), machine-printed text recognition,
IAM handwriting database, TMIXT

I. Introduction
Despite the migration to fully electronic administration
system across civil and non-civil sectors, most businesses
and governmental agencies hold a significant quantity of
historical archive material. Originally these documents
would have been in the form of printed documents1 ,
handwritten forms, scanned pages, etc. The availability of
such documents is not only confined to closed entities like
businesses or agencies, but it also extends to documents
proliferating through cyberspace. For example, organizations such as Wikileaks reports that it has collected
1 We do not distinguish here between different printing processes
or even typed text as these are handled through the same process.

over 10 million documents, since 2006, involving war,
spying and corruption. The sheer volume of documents
imposes a need to automate the transcription process
to machine readable formats for further security analysis
and defence related applications. Since such information
is largely made up of text, Natural Language Processing
(NLP) for big data presents an opportunity to take advantage of what is contained in these documents and also
reveal patterns, connections and trends across disparate
sources of data. NLP techniques incorporate a variety of
methods, including linguistics, semantics, statistics and
machine learning to extract entities, relationships, and
context, which enables an understanding of what is being
written, in a comprehensive way. Far beyond what could
be achieved through analysis by individuals.
A database of scanned text documents is one of the
major examples of data sources, where Optical Character Recognition (OCR) systems, being concerned with
the semantics recognition of the NLP problem, are used
to extract the contents of such documents in order to
convert them into a machine readable format to facilitate the retrieval and re-usability of the knowledge held
within. These documents may include either handwritten,
machine-printed text or both. The respective recognition
of handwritten and machine-printed documents are commonly handled separately using dedicated techniques due
to the inconsistency in the structure of characters and
the style of handwritten text when compared to machineprinted text.
Text localization followed by classification (into handwritten or machine printed) are two important stages
before the text recognition phase. Several attempts [1]–
[5] that considered these stages depend mostly on handcrafted features and most of these approaches are used in
combination with conventional machine learning classifiers
such as k-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) and Support Vector
Machines (SVM) [5]. Other attempts exploited the use of
statistical models. For example, Cao et al. [6] presented a
system for identification and classification of handwritten
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and machine-printed2 text from document images using
Hidden Markov Models (HMM). Silva et al. [7], proposed an automatic discrimination system for identifying
handwritten words from machine-printed words. They employed several preprocessing steps for image segmentation,
feature extraction and finally classification. The effort of
Zagoris et al. [8], despite being based on a traditional
flow of image preprocessing and feature extraction, differs
in being dependent on a Bag of Visual Words (BoVW)
model. This model depends on creating a codebook for
features extracted from a training dataset that can be
further used to generate a code for a new text block. The
vectors generated using the code book are further classified
using a combination of binary SVM classifiers to decide
between handwritten, machine-printed and noise.
Classification methods being rule-based, structural or
statistical [9] have been used in combination with handengineered features, where HMM were used to capture
the feature transition of the handwritten text [10]. Other
attempts have tried to combine both HMM with neural networks as in [11]. Later attempts tried to exploit
the use of neural networks as feature extractors especially using Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN) and their
more advanced counterpart, the Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM). Graves et al. [12], [13] extended the use of a single
dimensional LSTM to a multidimensional one, where they
achieved competitive performance compared to HMM.
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN) [14] have been
used in many text classification tasks. Feng et al. [15]
have addressed the problem of machine-printed and handwritten text separation using a CNN model. The text-line
input to their CNN model captured discriminative content
for the classification task. Their experimental validation
also showed that integrating their proposed cropping
schemes with deep architectures and wider convolutional
filters improved the performance significantly.
Most of the referenced attempts are targeted for classifying text as either handwritten or machine-printed text,
and the recognition process is applied with the prior
knowledge of the type of text under consideration. This
imposes an identification overhead especially when the
number of documents is large. The presence of both types
of text in a document introduces even more challenges
for OCR systems, since it requires reliant localization
and segmentation methods for different regions within a
page upon which a classifier will be able to distinguish
between machine-printed and handwritten text for later
recognition.
In contrast to most prior works in this field, we propose
a generic process flow for Transcribing scanned documents
containing MIXed handwritten and machine-printed Text
(TMIXT) without the need for any prior knowledge of
the type of text within the document, which is the key
novelty of this work. TMIXT is implemented using several
publicly available packages to fulfill the designated task of
2 Sometimes referred to as typewritten, we will use machine-printed
here without loss of generality.
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Figure 1: TMIXT process flow for scanned document
recognition.
each stage within the process flow. The proposed process
flow is evaluated using the IAM handwriting database [16],
widely used for text recognition research, in combination
with a set of specially tailored labels, the MIXED-IAM3
labels we present in this work, to cope with the nature of
mixed text documents.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Our
proposed process flow for scanned text recognition and its
constituent modules are discussed in detail in Section II.
We present an analysis of different preprocessing stages,
and evaluate the performance of our proposed process on
the IAM database using different evaluation metrics in
Section III, and conclude the paper and discuss future
works in Section IV.
3 https://bitbucket.org/DBIL/mixed-iamdb
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II. Methodology
The TMIXT process flow, we present in this work, allows
for transcribing mixed handwritten and machine-printed
text without the need to discriminate the handwritten and
machine-printed text prior to recognition. This process
flow is realized through a suite of open-source software
components that can be interchanged with other libraries
and packages of similar functionality within the overall
architecture of our methodology.
We will discuss the general flow of our process flow
before presenting a more detailed discussion of each subpart in the relevant subsection below. Following Fig. 1, a
single scanned image of a text document undergoes several
phases in the TMIXT process flow. The first phase involves
simple image processing and enhancement, that could
have direct influence on the recognition performance. The
enhanced page is forwarded to the machine-printed text
recognition. This stage is applied on the whole page
irrespective of the actual text type(s), being handwritten
or machine printed, present in the page. Spell-checking is
applied on each word generated, where failure to pass the
spell-checking validation induces the next phase of the process flow to be performed – the handwriting recognition.
The handwriting recognition is applied at word-level
compared to the page-level used in the machine-printed
recognition. This is fulfilled by cropping the exact word
that fails the spell-checking, and applying the handwriting
recognition on this specific word in isolation from the
rest of the page. Accordingly, each word in the document
could have up to four possible options generated from the
machine-printed and the handwriting recognition phases
together with their spell-checking. These options are subject to an elimination process to nominate the optimum
candidate word based on the context, which is the role
of nomination phase – the final phase. Since this work is
focusing on presenting the TMIXT flow without constraining the libraries used in implementation, we will avoid
details related to training the specific recognition models
or the internals of the image enhancement algorithms we
adopted for this work. The following subsections discuss
each stage of the process flow in more detail.
A. Preprocessing
The preprocessing stage aims to eliminate variations such
as deformations and noise in scanned images, which affect
the recognition accuracy.
1) Image Enhancement: Enhancing an image is the first
stage of the proposed flow as shown in Fig. 1. This stage
involves noise and artefacts removal in addition to increasing the contrast between the text and the background.
A survey by Jung et al. [17] investigated a wide range
of proposed approaches for image enhancement to eliminate distortions in images and documents. Filter-based
methods are widely used, which are mostly dependent
on classical image processing techniques. Fig. 2 shows a
sample page before and after enhancement.

Figure 2: Enhancement of a Scanned Document.
2) Angular Alignment: A page could be scanned with
random rotation degrees, which introduces a form of
skewness in the scanned image. Loading a skewed image
directly to a recognition system degrades the recognition
accuracy. A range of attempts have been proposed to
tackle this problem [18]. For example, in Profile Projection
(PP) analysis, the image is projected to a single vector
and further analysis is applied to estimate the skewness
angle. The Hough Transform [19] is one of the most
widely adopted methods for skew detection and has been
especially used for text lines [20], [21].
In our proposed architecture, the angular alignment
follows a two-step approach: first we deskew a page to
convert a near-vertical (e.g. 13◦ inclination) or a nearhorizontal page to be either strictly vertical or horizontal.
We also assume that a page could be rotated by a cardinal
angle. Accordingly, the second step involves rotating the
image with 0◦ , 90◦ , 180◦ and 270◦ degrees. For each of
the rotated variants of an image, regardless of the content
type (handwritten or machine-printed), of the scanned
document we apply a machine printed text transcription
and score the generated words for each of the four rotations
against a dictionary. The rotation with the highest score is
assumed to be the optimum rotation of the page, which is
further considered for the rest of the processing stages. Fig.
3 shows the angular alignment applied on an input image.
We assume here that the page has one dominant rotation
for text. However, if this is not the case the page could
be divided into regions which are processed independently
for rotation.
B. Machine-Printed Text Recognition
Text recognition has been studied widely [22], [23]. The
work of Smith [24] proposed a complete framework for
text recognition that involved several methods for text
detection, localization and recognition. His work became
the basis of one of the most successful text recognition
frameworks, Tesseract [25], accordingly we used it in our
work.
Despite the high accuracy of Tesseract in transcribing the machine-printed text, it fails in transcribing the
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Algorithm 1 Rule-Based Nomination to Retrieve the
Optimum Candidate Word

Figure 3: Angular Alignment of a Scanned Document.
handwritten one. For example, Fig. 4 shows a machineprinted word, “Gaitskell”, correctly recognized while its
corresponding handwritten recognition is “604&#39;an”.
In our process flow, we used the low level transcription accuracy, detected by matching the generated word against
the spell-checked version, as an indication of the presence
of handwritten text in the input image.
C. Spell Checking
The problem of spell checking and word correction has
been considered for several decades [26]. Hodge et al. [27]
tried to merge the performance of phonetic and associative
matching in addition to supervised learning methods to
develop a hybrid method for spelling correction. Simple
correction methods involve constructing a tree of a language vocabulary with the help of a predefined dictionary,
and they proceed by finding matches of the most similar
words to the word being corrected. Other methods exploit
the use of a language model and the word context [28] to
enhance the correction decision.
The spell-checking stage is used in two phases within
the process flow. Firstly it is used after the machineprinted text recognition and based on its output, the
handwritten text recognition is induced. Secondly, it is
also used after the handwritten text recognition stage to
validate the handwritten text recognition output. We used
a combination of two spell-checkers [29], [30], more could
be included to improve the correction decision.
D. Word Cropping
In the cropping stage, words that fail the spell-checking
test of the machine-printed text recognition phase are
extracted using the bounding box defined for each word.
We found through empirical trials that the recognition
accuracy is degraded when the boundary characters reside
over the border of the cropped image. This is due to the
inability of the recognition model to capture the actual
vertical and horizontal context of the pixels at boundaries
of a word. To address this issue, we padded the cropped
word with white space in all directions.

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:

CO : Candiate Option
Options List : [A, B, C, D]
if Options Count == 1 then
CO = A
else if Options Count == 3 then
CO = C
else if Options Count == 4 then
if D != <UNK> then
CO = D
else
if B != <UNK> then
CO = B
else
CO = A
end if
end if
end if

E. Handwritten Text Recognition
Statistical methods such as HMM have been used for
handwritten text recognition. The HMM was also considered in combination with neural networks in [31]. A
two dimensional HMM to capture the changes in both
the horizontal and vertical axes of a text line was investigated in [32]. Neural network based models have also
been applied to the problem. Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) [33] is one of the successful neural based models
that is adapted for temporal sequences especially text,
where Graves et al. [12], [13] proposed a multidimensional
LSTM for text recognition. Motivated by the success of
RNN in text recognition, we adopted models dependant
on LSTM for this stage.
F. Word Nomination
Following Fig. 1, at the nomination stage we are aiming
to retrieve the optimum candidate word from the list of
options generated through the process flow for each single
word present in the document. For this task, we propose
a rule-based and a context-based method.
Each potential word in the document at this stage will
have a maximum of four options (A, B, C, D), which
are the machine-printed text recognition output (A) and
its spell-checked version (B), and the handwritten text
recognition version (C) together with its spell-checked
output (D). The list of options could be of size one (if
B matches A) or three (if D matches C) or four (if D does
not match C).
In the rule-based nomination, Alg. 1, Option A is considered as the candidate option by default, and based on
the list size it could be either substituted or chosen as
the candidate option. For example, if the list has three
options, it means that the machine-printed version has
failed the spell-checking stage accordingly the system had
to retrieve the handwritten variant of the word, which
passed the spell-checking. In this case, the third option (C)
for the handwritten version is the chosen one. A similar
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Figure 4: An hOCR File Containing Recognized Text and The Bounding-box for Each Word.

"00_00": "A", "00_01": "MOVE",...,
"01_00": "be", "01_01": "made",...,
"04_00": "A", "04_01": "MOVE",...,

Figure 5: The format of the MIXED-IAM labels for a sample page of the IAM database.

Algorithm 2 Context-Based Nomination to Retrieve the
Optimum Candidate Word
1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:

CO : Candiate Option
P oL : P revious options List
CoL : Current options List
N oL : N ext options List
SM : Similarity M atrix
P CoL = CrossJoin(P oL, CoL)
CN oL = CrossJoin(CoL, N oL)
P CoEL = Embeddings(P CoL)
CN oEL = Embeddings(CN oL)
for i < len(P CoEL) do
for j < len(CN oEL) do
SM [i][j] = Cosine(P CoEL[i], CN oEL[j])
end for
end for
index = argmax(argmax(SM ))
CO = CoL[index]

rule applies to a list of four options, but in this case we
have to consider the possibility of having an unknown flag
generated from the spell-checking of either the machine-

printed and the handwritten variant as listed in Alg. 1.
In the context-based nomination, Alg. 2, choosing from
one of the possible four options of each word is considered
within a context of one preceding and one succeeding
word. The elimination stage would have been straight
forward if the neighbouring words in a context do not have
an option list, but the case could be that each of these
words have an option list on its own, which introduces
additional complexity to the decision process. To fulfill
the nomination process in such scenario, bi-grams are
constructed from each of the words in the current options
list and all the words in the options list of the preceding
and succeeding words. For example, for a current word
options list of size 4 and a succeeding word options list of
size 3 (noting that the preceeding options list will always
contain a single word due to the progression order of the
transcription), we will have a total of 4 bi-grams between
the current and the preceding words and 12 bi-grams
between the current and the succeeding words. Bi-gram
embedding vectors are retrieved using pre-trained models
base on [34]. The distances between all combinations of
vectors of the previous embeddings set and the succeeding
embeddings set of vectors are retrieved. The smaller the
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distance, the more it indicates a higher probability of
a pair of bi-grams to reside in proximity to each other
in the feature space. The smallest distance is used in
choosing the optimum candidate from the options list.
Alg. 2 summarizes the operation of the context-based
nomination, where a cross join operation is performed
between the options list of a preceding word (PoL) and
the options list of the current word (CoL). A similar cross
join is applied to current options list and the succeeding
options list (NoL). Following the generation of the cross
join, the embeddings are generated for each bi-gram item.
The embeddings of the previous-current options (PCoEL
in Alg. 2) are compared against each item in the currentnext (CNoEL in Alg. 2) options using cosine similarity
between each pair of vectors. The index of the vector with
maximum similarity value is the index of the optimum
candidate word in the current option list.
III. Experiments
In this section, we evaluate the accuracy of our proposed
flow and provide analysis to the effect of different stages
in the process flow.
A. MIXED-IAM labels
The IAM handwriting database [16] is composed of 1539
forms of handwritten English text written by 600 writers.
A single page of the IAM database is split into two
sections, machine-printed text in the upper section and
the bottom section of the page is used for a writer to fill
with their style of handwriting – transcribing the machineprinted text above4 . The dataset is released with tokenized
transcription for each text line of the handwriting section.
Paragraph-level transcription for the machine-printed section of the page is also provided along with the database.
We used Natural Language Processing Toolkit (NLTK)
[35] to tokenize the machine printed section and merged
both sections into a single transcription represented by the
lines and word order in the page disregarding the word
type as shown in Fig. 5.
B. Evaluation Metrics
The output transcription of the TMIXT process flow is
concatenated into a single paragraph, and similarly the
corresponding target transcription within the MIXEDIAM labels. Both represent the predicted and target transcription for an image of a document retrieved from the
IAM database, respectively.
The evaluation we applied is based on:
• Character level evaluation using the Levenshtein distance [36] to measure the number of deletions, insertions, or substitutions required to transform the
predicted document to the target document.
• Word level evaluation using a Bag-of-Word (BoW)
[37] representation, which involves comparing the frequency of occurrences of words in either the predicted
4 Although we know what the handwritten text is supposed to say
we do not use that information in our work.
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Figure 6: Effect of enhancement on text recognition: a.
with enhancement, b. without enhancement.
a move to stop mr. gaitskell from nominating any more labour life peers is to
be made at a meeting of labour m bo tomorrow. mr. michael foot has put
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Figure 7: Effect of deskewness on text recognition: a.
deskewed, b. without deskewness.

•

or the target transcription disregarding the syntax
structure.
Document similarity, which involves generating an
embedding vector [38] for the complete document
for either the prediction or the target transcription,
and using a similarity measure between the generated
embeddings.

C. Libraries and packages
We used several open-source efforts to implement the
TMIXT process flow. For the image enhancement and
skewness stage we used the work in [39] and [40], respectively. We used Pillow [41] for the cropping and padding
of images. We used Tesseract [25] for the machine-printed
and Laia [42] for the handwriting text recognition. Tesseract was also used to generate the hOCR files containing
the bounding boxes of the words to be cropped. We used
the work of Pagliardini et al. [38] for the embeddings
generation of the bi-grams and for the spell-checking we
used [29] and [30].
D. Analysis
In this subsection, we investigate the impact of the preprocessing stages proposed in the process flow as discussed
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Figure 8: Effect of padding on text recognition: a. with
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Figure 9: Effect of rotation on text recognition: a. with
rotation, b. without rotation
in the Section II. The analysis is applied on a single page
on the IAM database with the MIXED-IAM labels. Fig.
6 shows the generated transcription with and without the
image enhancement compared to the target transcription.
The Levenshtein distance normalized by the length of the
longer document between the prediction and the target
achieved 89.27% with enhancement. On the other hand,
without enhancement the accuracy is drastically degraded
to 54.79%.
Fig. 7 shows the effect of the deskewness (vertically
aligned) on a single image transcription. As the figure
illustrates, some parts of the text are missed in the OCR
process if page is skewed. The truncated words degrade the
overall accuracy of the transcription, where the recognition
accuracy of this sample page with deskewness was 89.27%
and 85.44% without it.
Through our recognition process, words which fail the
machine-printed recognition stage are cropped from the
image and forwarded to the handwritten text recognition
for further processing. During cropping, the text may
fall at the image boundaries, which make it difficult for
the handwriting text recognition to capture the pixels
context and consequently the word boundaries accurately.
To resolve this issue we pad the cropped images with white
spaces in each direction. The effect of the padding is shown
in Fig. 8, where the padded version achieved an accuracy
of 89.27% compared an accuracy of 82.57% without the
padding.
Fig. 9 shows the transcription of the system for a
vertically oriented page against a 180◦ rotation for the

Table I: Performance Evaluation using Character Level
and Document Level Comparison
Evaluation Metric

Context-Based
Accuracy(%)

Rule-Based
Accuracy(%)

77.17
75.06

79.38
69.77

Levenshtein
Document Similarity

Table II: Precision, Recall and F-Score of Proposed Architecture over IAM database
Method
Context-Based
Rule-Based

Precision(%)

Recall(%)

F-Score(%)

65.97
70.17

67.31
68.14

66.46
68.72

same page. It is clear from the figure that the transcription
failed to generate a single correct word compared to the
correctly aligned variant.
E. Results
The evaluation of our proposed flow use the IAM database
with the MIXED-IAM labels. We use several metrics to
measure the performance of the system over different
transcription levels, i.e. character, word and document.
For the character level evaluation, the Levenshtein distance between the predicted raw string and the target
label is computed. The edit distance is then normalized
using the longest length of the two strings. To evaluate the
document level similarity, we extract the document embedding for both the target and the prediction, where the
cosine distance is used to measure the similarity between
the generated vectors. It is worth mentioning that the
preprocessing stages execution time approach approaches
38 seconds on average per page, which is an optimization
consideration for future work.
Table I shows the performance evaluation of Levenshtein
distance and document embeddings similarity for our proposed architecture using both the rule-based and contextbased nomination. The table shows a transcription accuracy of 79.38% using Levenshtein distance in combination
with Rule-based nomination, with a comparable accuracy
of 77.17% for Context-based nomination. Higher accuracy
could be achieved with Context-based nomination through
considering other variants of pre-trained embedding models, used in the bi-gram embeddings generation, or a
combination of them, which will be considered further in
future work.
The BoW evaluation involved creating a set of distinct
words using both the target and the predicted documents.
The set acts as a dictionary, where each word in the
vocabulary is assigned a unique identifier. Each of the
two documents are further transformed using the established dictionary into a histogram composed of the unique
identifiers present in the document and the frequency of
their occurrences disregarding the syntax structure of the
document. At this stage, the generated histograms for
both the predicted and target documents can be compared
against each other. Table II shows the average precision,
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Table III: Number of Documents in Different Accuracy
Ranges Using Context-Based Elimination Method.

Table IV: Number of Documents in Different Accuracy
Ranges Using Rule-Based Elimination Method.

recall and F-score of our architecture for transcription of
all documents of the IAM database using either the RuleBased or the Context-Based nomination. The close values
of the precision and recall listed in Table II, validates the
stability of the reported accuracies of our proposed process
flow.
Tables III and IV show the distribution of the 1539 documents of IAM database across different accuracy ranges
using Context-Based and Rule-Based option nomination,
respectively. Using the Levenshtein distance as a distance
measure, 758 documents were transcribed with an average
accuracy of 85% compared to 496 documents using the
Context-Based elimination. Despite the higher number of
documents residing in the 80%-90% range for the ContextBased elimination compared to the Rule-Based using the
embedding similarity as a distance measure, this is not
indicative of better performance compared to the Levenshtein evaluation, but rather it is showing a variant
evaluation representation that depends on the distance
measure between the vector representation of documents.
Future work will consider optimizing the Context-Based
elimination to further exploit the context window to decide
on the optimum candidate word.
The recognition of each document through the process
flow, results in creating option lists with one, three or four
words for each word in a document based on the success or
failure of machine-printed or handwritten recognition and
the spell-checkers throughout the process. Retrieving the
optimum candidate word from the list generated for each
word, occurs at the nomination stage, and has consider-

able impact on the resulting transcription. Following our
analysis of the portion of words falling in each category of
lists over the whole IAM database, we found that 65% of
the words are transcribed correctly through the machineprinted recognition (options list contains one word), 16%
of the words passed the handwritten recognition spellchecking (options list contains three words) and 19%
failed the spell-checking of hand-written recognized words
(options list contain four words). These statistics are
primarily dependent on the modules integrated in the
process flow. Future work will consider more optimized
recognizers and spell-checkers in addition to enhancing the
context-based elimination.
IV. Conclusions and Future Work
We have proposed a process flow for Transcribing MIXed
handwriting and machine-printed Text (TMIXT) in
scanned text documents. The TMIXT process flow allows
recognizing text in an image of a document without the
need for prior text categorization. The proposed process
exploits several open-source libraries to investigate the feasibility of its implementation. However, the flow is generic
enough to allow substituting any of the libraries used with
different ones fulfilling the same task at the relevant stage,
which extends the ability of the TMIXT flow to be applied
to other languages, or make use of more powerful tooling as
they become available. We have evaluated the accuracy of
TMIXT using different evaluation metrics based on character and word level in addition to document embeddings
using the widely adapted IAM database. Future work,
will investigate enhancing the preprocessing stages for the
input image and further optimization for the models used
in text recognition either machine-printed or handwriting.
We will also consider adapting more enhanced methods
for the spell-checking and different pre-trained models to
generate the bi-gram embeddings used in the contextbased nomination.
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